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SMART WATER TREATMENT

Electrolysis:
A new beginning
ESIL water technology uses
electricity for the puriﬁcation
and disinfection of water. The
equipment used in ESIL water
technology consists of
electrolytic cells containing
anodes and cathodes. The
anodes and cathodes are
positioned in close proximity to
each other allowing for a very
high density of electricity
across the gap. Low-voltage
direct current (DC) is applied as
water continuously ﬂows
though a labyrinth of holes in
the cathodes
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ESIL WATER TREATMENT SYSTEMS

GREEN TREATMENT
MADE EASY

"Water is life: ESIL's green technology makes
sure it's not wasted."
Do you know what's in your drinking
water? Is all water the same? Did you
know that the water you are drinking
contains pharmaceuticals that
municipalities cannot remove (and have
never been designed to do so)? Did you
know that you are potentially drinking
parasites, bacteria, heavy metals,
carcinogens and DNA altering
chemicals?
In the early 90's, a research and
development company headed up by
Brian Cook of St. Catherines, ON began
the process of revolutionising the
electrolytic cell. Previously proven as a
superior water treatment method , in the
late 1800's-early1900's, electrolysis was
abandoned due to limitations of cost,
flow rates, maintenance and material
breakdown. Cook's new design allowed
for continuous flow through his cells.
Coupled with advancements in alloys
and coating technologies, the ESIL
system was patented worldwide in 1992,
and so ESIL water began researching it's
new product. At the time of writing,
ESIL has performed over 30,000 lab

tests and developed products using
electrolysis to purify drinking water for
every market sector. These ESIL
systems desynthesize organics, coagulate
in-organics and eliminates and
desynthesize bio chemicals. The
technology allows for retention of
natural minerals and maintains a pH
balance of 7.1-7.5. During the water
treatment process there are no harmful
side effects or by products. Therefore,
unlike all other treatment systems, ESIL
claims a very small carbon footprint.

An ESIL system treats water in real
time, uses no membranes or
chemicals and removes bacteria,
viruses, pathogens, heavy metals,
chemicals and pharmaceutical
products from our water.

30

YEARS OF
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Have proven that ESIL Water is the leader in drinking water
disinfection and contaminant removal, while leaving natural
mineral content unaffected.

Made in Canada

The Past into the Present
ESIL now operates as the head office for distribution licensing,
both internationally and locally. The company also has a
production facility in Cambridge, Ontario and services various
market sectors such as residential, agriculture (crop growers,
cattle producers, dairy, poultry..etc) hydroponic industries and
the health sector.
The scope of ESIL technology is enormous, and news of the
companies developments and products have already spiked
interest and negotiations for licensing in India, Brazil, the U.S
and for world wide exclusivity in certain markets. The
apparent simplicity of ESIL's electrolysis units is disguised
behind 25+ years in research (where over 30,000 lab tests have
been conducted) and development. Products are now available
to service ESILs target markets of agriculture, residential and
growers. Large high demand systems have also been easily
designed, thanks to the technology being modular and ready to
scale up or down to meet water quantity demands.
In the last decade, the topic of water treatment has begun to

gain the attention of the public, industrial companies and
independent businesses. The types of contaminants that are
now present in our water supply present huge challenges to
municipalities. For example, the treatment plants do not
remove all pharmaceutical products as they were never
designed to do so. Advances in technology can now indicate
greater amounts of contamination, which means point of use
home water treatment (even after municipal treatment) have
been recommended by health organizations and leaders in the
water/health world.
In a market that is soaked with water treatment products, it's
important to know what works, what doesn't and to ask the
right questions.
ESIL is the answer to drinking water questions. pH balance
and minerals but with no bacteria, viruses or pathogens, no
heavy metals and no chemical contamination.

NO OTHER FORM OF WATER TREATMENT CAN CLAIM THIS BALANCE

